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SENATOR SYVRET: I wonder, if you do not mind, I would perhaps like to ask you a few

questions.

MR WHITING: Of course.

SENATOR SYVRET: First of all, about your views on some of these subjects. I mean

you have been cited in the States Assembly this morning, in answer

to some written questions, as an independent reviewer of the

proposals put forward by F&E and indeed of mine now, and I

think, you know, the public, therefore, needs perhaps to consider

some questions, you know, as to how independent you are. I will

let you have a copy of these questions later. I mean, you have been

referred to in the States this morning as an independent reviewer.

Independence is a key quality in the appointment of a professional

advisor, so how do you reconcile your independence with the

presence of your firm, PWC, in the Island; the use your firm makes

of favourable financial service provisions on the Island on behalf of

your clients; the use your firm made of the Island to privately

legislate for the introduction of LLP legislation and thus

contributed to the pressure upon the UK to follow suit; the fact that

you have already commented publicly upon many of the proposals

at issue and are, therefore, a proponent of much of the F&E

document; and the fact that PWC have had extensive and

privileged involvement in contributing to the formulation of the

F&E proposals through its involvement in FISBAG [Finance
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Industry Business Advisory Group], through the person of Jane

Stubbs, Tax partner of PWC?

MR WHITING: That was quite a list, Senator, so forgive me if I don’t answer them

all in one go, but we are happy to comment on them, of course. I

mean, your fundamental point is, I think, do I see myself as

independent. Well, yes, I do. I’m a professional. I pride myself

on being independent, if required; working for my clients, if

required; doing what I am hired to do, in a sense. What I have

been asked to do here is come in and look at the proposals you

have put forward, obviously look also at the Facing the Future

document and some of the background there and to give an

independent view. I think I am able to do that. If I didn’t think I

was able to do it, I would have said “No, I shouldn’t be hired for

this job.” Why am I being hired? Because I have a certain

reputation. I think partly it comes from my activities generally in

the profession and as a past president of the professional body as

much as for PricewaterhouseCoopers. I think I am being hired on

both bases. So I think I can be, and am, independent and will

report on that basis.

Now, forgive me if I am not answering them in the order

you set them -- I am sure you will come back to some of the points

you made -- but you said, for example, I came over here to do a

presentation last month, the beginning of last month, and

commented on some of the propositions. Well, that, of course, was
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on the basis of my looking at some of those propositions already

and taking certain views. Obviously, yes, I said that I thought, for

example, the 0-10% seemed like a good way forward, given the

wider range, but what I am now doing is looking more widely and,

I hope, going to give a report forward to you and to others who are

interested on my general views. So I’m not approaching this with

preconceived ideas, I’m trying ----

SENATOR SYVRET: In your previous visit to the Island you did also express and fairly

clearly, support for a sales tax, so even though you have already

expressed on the record, you know, clear support for a number of

the core elements of the F&E proposals, you still really think that

… I mean, I’m not doubting your professionalism, but there is a

question of public perception here. Do you really think that, given

that you are on the record having expressed these kinds of views,

the public perception of independence is really going to be that

robust?

MR WHITING: I don’t see why it shouldn’t be because I am who I am and in

coming at it. The fact that I’ve already made some comments, I

don’t think that precludes me from being perceived as independent.

SENATOR SYVRET: And, you know, the fact that PricewaterhouseCoopers in Jersey

had, probably for at least the last two years, possibly longer, a

significant involvement in developing the F&E proposals, you

don’t feel that that has a bearing on your position?
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MR WHITING: From what I understand, most of the major accounting and law

firms have had input into proposals of one sort or another. In

discussing this project with Ian Black and others, it has been made

clear to me that the reason, or one of the reasons, I am being hired

is that this project is from London. Leon and I are from the

London office and “would we please keep ourselves separate from

the Jersey office?”. Now, that is not precluding us from speaking

to Jersey colleagues to check up on facts of the Jersey tax system

because we don’t come at it from the expert knowledge of the

system that they do. But, in a firm of my own size, we, I am afraid,

regularly have to insert Chinese walls into what we do. That’s part

of operating as a profession, of keeping barriers and keeping

independence and I don’t see is any different from what very often

happens in finance deals, where things are kept a very private part

of the operation from somebody else.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, I hear what you say, but the view that the accounting

profession takes of its ability to be independent within certain

client groups is not necessarily shared by even regulators. I mean,

just very recently, I think, on 16th April, Judge Brendan Murray in

the United States decided, in respect of Ernst & Young, that to

have worked with someone impaired one’s judgment to report

upon their affairs. This is a growing view of regulators around the

world. I mean, how, in your judgment, can you be seen to be
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objective to report in this case, as PricewaterhouseCoopers has

clear client/political relationships with the States of Jersey?

MR WHITING: But I am a different part of the firm. I don’t see that that is the

same. I mean, the particular thing you allude to in Ernst & Young

is a rather different situation. If my memory serves me right, it was

an investment situation.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: I am not certainly in that situation of investing in a client or

something of that ilk.

SENATOR SYVRET: No, that is true, but nevertheless you are part of the same

collective, you know, that works globally, and certainly I think it

would be fair to say, viewing the media record of the works of

PricewaterhouseCoopers’, the general, fairly consistent

transnational view of PricewaterhouseCoopers is one that is pro

minimising the tax burden of its clients and of industry and almost

in that respect, therefore, working against the ability of

governments to raise tax for their own, you know, democratic

purposes.

MR WHITING: We have a very significant tax practice, and I would never in any

way deny that that is a major part of our business. But, if you look

at what really fundamentally that tax practice does -- and I was

sitting down talking with the Deputy Chairman of the Inland

Revenue yesterday and he is totally at one with it -- our business is

to get to the right tax bill. Now, there is nothing to say that our
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clients, be they in the UK or anywhere else, have to pay more tax

than is due under the law. The vast amount of what we do is to try

and certainly manage to make sure they pay the right amount, very

often on a transnational basis, given the nature of our practice.

Leon, for example, has just had a secondment in the US where part

of it is just simply trying to get the right answer when you have got

two, three, four, five FISCs [fiscal jurisdictions] after potentially

the same amount of income.

SENATOR SYVRET: I read about all that on the Internet.

MR WHITING: And do we, therefore, work against governments’ ability to raise

taxes? We see ourselves working with them in many cases; and, if

you look at my work with the professional body, I think you would

see there is a particular line there. It may sound trite, but if you

look at the motto of the Chartered Institute of Taxation, which is

Justice between the State and the Citizen, that is one of the tenets

that I have long striven for: let’s get the right balance, and I think I

have got a pretty good record of working in that direction.

SENATOR SYVRET: I’m sure that’s true, but, I mean, let’s be clear. The question of

what may be the right balance in tax take between the State and the

corporation or the citizen is a philosophical point of view. I mean,

I don’t think it would be intellectually robust to state there is one

right level of tax. There are different philosophical approaches to

this question, and I think it would be fair to say that your media

comments over the years tend to generally reflect the kind of view
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that, you know, payment of corporate tax is generally bad, for

example. I mean ----

MR WHITING: No, I don’t think that is a fair comment. I don’t think I have said

that.

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, I have a quote here of ‘John Whiting of Pricewaterhouse said

“Basic UK companies earning most of their profits here were

going to have to pay tax considerably sooner than in the past.

They are the ones who are going to suffer”.’ The use of the word

“suffer” there indicates, I think, a fairly clear view; and that was in

The Guardian on 26th of the 11th 1997. You tend to also, I think,

support the view that is critical of the rôle of government and you

tend to be more in favour of business. I mean, PWC’s Media

Centre had you quoted as saying “The Chancellor presented what

he called a budget for stability, but it is clear that business was

hoping for more help and remains to be convinced about the

budget’s measures.” I mean, it is generally, I think, clear in your

comments that you tend to be, you know, on the right economically

in terms of the rôle of government and the rôle of business and

companies, and the decisions that I and many other elected

representatives in Jersey have to make are very, very difficult at the

moment.

MR WHITING: I completely agree.

SENATOR SYVRET: I think we understand that, but we have to strike an important

balance in terms of tax measures that are going to actually not
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penalise too heavily the least well off, especially given that we

already have a living environment that is more expensive than

central London in many respects.

MR WHITING: Hmm hmm.

SENATOR SYVRET: As I said earlier, you have already gone on the record as saying you

support a sales tax.

MR WHITING: I support a sales tax because of its broad application as a principle

and because it is a well established route of raising taxes. because

Yyou seem to think I’m … you said something about I’m … well,

you are basically accusing me, I think, of being right wing. I mean,

I would argue ----

SENATOR SYVRET: On the economic right.

MR WHITING: I have no political ----

SENATOR SYVRET: The more common marketeer kind of ----

MR WHITING: I am more of a free marketeer, possibly, yes, and I certainly have

no political allegiance. But am I in favour of a sales tax approach,

yes, I think that has been proven to be quite an efficient way of

raising money for governments the world over to do what they

wish to do.

Now, coming to one of your underlying points, which, as

you rightly say, you have got some extremely difficult decisions to

make and I do not in any way descry from the difficulties you have.

And you have in mind, I am sure, the less well off. That is if you

do decide to go down the route of a sales tax, a VAT or whatever it
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ends up as, you will no doubt have in mind how that will bear on

various sectors of Jersey society.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, and this is one of the underlying motives behind my report

and proposition, which you no doubt will have read.

MR WHITING: Yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: It seems to me that, given that we have an extremely expensive

living base in Jersey, we have to be very careful about, both for

social reasons, the impact of a sales tax on the poor and, for

economic reasons, because of the very high level of inflation and

the very high cost base in the Island, which will be immediately

added to by VAT, many of my political colleagues have committed

themselves to absolutely opposing a VAT. That is not my view. I

accept what you say about a sales tax, VAT or something of that

nature, being found fairly commonly amongst the tax armoury, as it

were, of many other jurisdictions, but it seems to me that once the

Government here has overcome the initial hostility to the

introduction of such a tax, it then becomes a lazy and convenient

way of raising revenue in the future and, therefore, I would oppose

the introduction of a sales tax as one of the first things we do when

there are clearly a variety of other taxation measures that the Island

ought to get to grips with before adopting that easier of measures.

MR WHITING: And could I ask you just to give us a little more on your views as to

what routes we ought to pursue in the Island? I mean, I have

obviously read a number of your papers and thoughts and I would
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welcome it if you could expand a little on some of your thoughts

on accommodation taxes and the like.

SENATOR SYVRET: Well certainly. There are a variety of jurisdictions in the world -- I

have just been researching it -- Denmark, Lithuania, Estonia,

Latvia, Australia, New Zealand, 20 cities in Pennsylvania,

Virginia, Jamaica and a number of others that, for example, have

land valuation tax, which, given the very high value of many

commercial and indeed residential properties in Jersey, would seem

to me to be a very obvious clear area of enquiry. A lot of the

driving motivation behind my report and proposition is that the

Finance and Economics Committee, after probably all told about

eight years serious work on taxation issues, produced, you know,

this Facing the Future document, which, for example, does not

deal with land valuation tax. It is only 20 pages long and dismisses

the concept of any kind of capital gains tax in the space of one

paragraph.

Now, I would put it -- I have put it -- publicly and to F&E

and I put it to you that, after, generally speaking, eight years’ work

within and around about the subject of taxation policies, that

document is intellectually bankrupt. How we can possibly dismiss

the concept of any form of capital gains tax or capital taxes on the

back of one paragraph of assertion seems to me utterly mystifying

and simply can’t be taken seriously.
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MR WHITING: Well, as you already no doubt imagine and hope, part of how I see

my remit is to delve, in effect, beneath that one paragraph and try

and see how they reached that decision. We have been spending

quite a lot of time already today and in the past and prospectively

looking at documents and talking to people to try and understand

more of the thought process that led to that.

SENATOR SYVRET: You stated earlier that you did have the expertise of your

PricewaterhouseCoopers colleagues on Jersey in respect of Jersey

taxation. Do you essentially understand and accept that people in

partnerships and people with significant wealth streams -- let us not

call it income for the avoidance of confusion -- that paying tax in

Jersey is essentially a voluntary act?

MR WHITING: I wasn’t aware that it was, so, no, I wouldn’t accept that. I am

aware of the 11K sort of situation, if that is what you are alluding

to, but …

SENATOR SYVRET: I have another question here: Do you agree that any effective

arrangement to tackle tax avoidance is impossible without a

capitals gains tax? This is in the context of Jersey. If you do not

agree, what instead would you propose to address the widespread

practice in Jersey of dressing up income, wealth flows of one kind

or another, as capital gains and thus avoiding tax? I mean,

anybody with a significant wealth stream -- and let us not call it

income, for the avoidance of confusion, as I said previously --
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simply dresses it up in a variety of ways that accumulate as capital

gains and, hey presto, no tax liability.

MR WHITING: Well, we’ve just come from a meeting with Malcolm Campbell,

and that was one of the things that we were talking about, his

approach on using the general anti-avoidance rule to tackle the sort

of thing that you are alluding to, that you can turn an income

stream into capital and potentially avoid paying tax, because I

totally understand your point and my personal belief is in many

ways that a capital gains tax can be viewed as an anti-avoidance

measure. What I want to understand is how Jersey does protect

itself, or prospectively would protect itself, from too much money

disappearing, if there is a zero percent company tax, if there is (as

you have alluded to) the scope, seemingly, for people to avoid the

income tax without, as you are alluding to, the capital gains tax

provisions.

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, what I said about the ability for people to form their affairs in

a way that enables them simply to avoid tax in Jersey was

confirmed by a paragraph in one of the written answers given in the

States this morning by F&E in response to questions from Senator

Shenton, where it talked about 11Ks, in effect, being obliged to

structure their taxable income in such a way that the tax taken from

them equated to 20% and that 20% taken matched the deal they

struck with the Comptroller of Income Tax. So the mechanism I

describe has been implicitly admitted to in the answer given this
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morning … I mean, it is quite clear, and indeed other accountants

working within the industry have come to me privately and said

that the taxation situation in Jersey is “like something out of Alice

in Wonderland”, to use their expression, in its ease of avoidance.

MR WHITING: Well, I haven’t talked to them so I cannot comment on that exact

phrase, but clearly Jersey has a certain reputation as being a lower

tax régime. I mean, at one end of the scale, as I say, I understand

you have the 11K-type deal -- shall we term it that -- and that has

been in place since 1970, something like that?

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, I think so, yes, 1973, or something of that nature. I couldn’t

be certain, but it was about that time.

MR WHITING: Somewhere around about 1970, as I understood it, and that is one

principle and another principle is that you have not had the capital

gains tax, inheritance tax, wealth tax structure of taxation features,

whatever you want to term it, that a number of jurisdictions do.

SENATOR SYVRET: How realistic is it for the States of Jersey to want, as F&E would

have it, continue to have a very simple tax structure, because that is

there before today, and to have one that doesn’t simply leak like a

colander in this day and age? Given the nature of the tax changes

we are embarking upon and external pressure, is it realistically

going to be feasible to have a simple tax structure that actually

retains a remotely acceptable degree of tax revenue to the Island?

MR WHITING: I think that is an extremely fair challenge. It is not … I don’t

particularly want to answer it now because that is a question that is
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in my mind; and if I am expressing in a report on the propositions

and your own critiques of them, then that, I think, is a question I

have to answer: do I see this as a workable system. I think that is a

perfectly fair challenge. Be it to me, the reporter, to the F&E, to

Malcolm Campbell as the Comptroller of Income Taxes, that is

something you have to be certain of, I am sure, as a Senator who

potentially has to vote on the system that is coming in. You need

to be sure that the system is going to work.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed. You have been given a very short time span to compile

your report.

MR WHITING: Hmm.

SENATOR SYVRET: You will see the range of kind of questions and areas of

investigation, I suggest, in my Report and Proposition. Now, one

might have hoped that these could be produced fairly rapidly by

Finance and Economics in the hope that they had in fact done this

work, or this type of work at least, over the last eight years. It is

increasingly clear that they have not in fact done the detail of work

on these kinds of questions. Do you realistically think, given the

kind of work that is requested in the Proposition part of my Report

and Proposition that you could provide an in-depth kind of

addressing of those questions within the time frame that you have?

MR WHITING: I can come back with a response, if I do not think proper work has

been done, because that is at the hub of it, I think is what you are

saying, if you go back to the one paragraph on capital gains tax.
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As I alluded to earlier, one of the things I think we have to do is to

try and assess has enough work been done to prove that

proposition. If I find that enough work has been done, and

basically I am agreeing with the conclusions, I will say so. If I

don’t think enough work has been done, then I obviously have two

or three choices: I could simply say so, I could go off and do the

work or I could say that more work needs to be done. Within the

timescale, it may not be possible for me to do whatever necessary

work needs to be done, and I presume you would be happy if I

came back on a point or two and said, be it on capital gains tax or

anything else, “No, I don’t think enough work has been done. I

haven’t within the timescale been able to do that work myself. I

think this needs to be done.”

SENATOR SYVRET: I would be happy when all of the subjects in the Report and

Proposition I prepared, and indeed other questions that other

people have, have been addressed in a detailed, comprehensive and

transparent way, so that all relevant background research, material,

international comparisons and so on have been produced, because a

great deal of the assertions made by Finance and Economics and

their political supporters simply don’t stack up in comparison even

with some other island jurisdictions, let alone the policies of

international nation states. So the only thing that is going to satisfy

me is a detailed and transparent examination.
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MR WHITING: As you have made clear from your basic core, your basis

propositions. What you are after is you feel you need to see the

full detail, the full proposition that has led to their propositions.

SENATOR SYVRET: The industry, the finance industry, is very, very keen that we

should rapidly make a decision upon the zero rate of corporate tax

proposition, although the authorities in Guernsey take a different

view in terms of the timescale needed for the Island’s Parliament to

actually make the decision. I would be interested to know whether

you think it is actually reasonable for the most dramatic changes in

a jurisdiction’s tax policies since 1928 to come forward and be

debated in a matter of a couple of months.

MR WHITING: I suppose it depends how long you view the process, because there

is clearly some evidence (and you alluded to it earlier) that this has

been a process of work and debate for some years before it has

come there, so I am already getting the impression that there has

been a lot of discussion around. Is a couple of months … I mean,

you are basically saying that the document was published in

February and put out for comment until … I believe the closing

date for comment was a couple of days ago, wasn’t it, openly. Is

that sufficient? Then the debate … I think, is the aim to debate it

finally in the States in July?

SENATOR SYVRET: June, I think.

MR WHITING: Is that a sufficient timescale? I find that hard to answer, simply

because I don’t understand enough of the whole political process --
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I am obviously not involved in the political process here -- as to

whether the politicians will feel they have had enough time and

information. That may be something.

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, by way of information, as I said earlier, the general

discussion about taxation policy … I mean, there has been

previously the Fiscal Review Working Party. I don’t know if you

have seen their report from 1989?

MR WHITING: Yes, 1998/99.

SENATOR SYVRET: 1999. Sorry, 1999 it was produced.

MR WHITING: Yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: P37. Interestingly, that document concluded, amongst other things,

that, you know, the range and opportunities for company directors

to avoid paying tax in Jersey was “boundless and open to abuse”,

to quote the findings of that report. It is well worth reading,

because that illustrates that for some decades in fact, the Island’s

tax authorities and indeed its political leaders have been very, very

content to tolerate a system that they knew full well was wildly

open to abuse and company directors could just basically avoid

vast amounts of tax or tax in its entirety in fact if they so chose by

writing off a whole raft of, you know, personal expenses through

their company and all kinds of other devices. The fact that the

Island has tolerated such abuses and such leaky schemes for

decades, I think, gives a good illustration of just how serious the
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Island’s ruling elite are about putting in place a meaningful

taxation structure. So I would suggest to you ----

MR WHITING: I have certainly read that report, yes. I have a copy of it.

SENATOR SYVRET: So when people talk, like myself, about taxation policies, laws and

regulations not being satisfactory and being extremely leaky, it

isn’t just a case of empty assertion. F&E’s own documents have

said as much in the past, although they have not been acted upon

or, if they have been acted upon more recently, it has been far too

little far too late.

MR WHITING: I mean, I understand it. There has been a certain amount of acting

on some of those points, for example, benefits in kind taxation and

starting to move on interest relief restrictions.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, those are steps in the right direction, but still, for example, we

have not satisfactorily set about tackling the whole question of the

taxing of partners and partnerships, which, again, whilst

partnerships are taxed in Jersey, the opportunities for tax planning

and avoidance presented by partnerships are, again, probably

“boundless and open to abuse”, to quote the F&E report about

company directors. I dare say the same is applicable to

partnerships. You know, it is not lost upon the casual observer that

many of the key people who have been over the years, and who

have been closely involved in advising the politicians, including

this most recent document, are partners of one kind or another.
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You see, one of the problems you will have to, I think, get

to grips with in your report, if it is to stand any chance of being

remotely taken seriously, is the whole question of the fact that the

great majority of the public and the great majority of the public’s

elective representatives have had zero meaningful involvement

over the last eight years in this process of addressing and assessing

the Island’s taxation policies; whereas, the rather narrow grouping

of ruling or leading politicians and senior people from the business

environment (and it is there in black and white) have been

involved. So you are automatically dealing with a problem of

massive democratic deficit here. This is one of the fundamental

questions that the Finance and Economics Committee does not

appear to be able or willing to face. The fact is that they and lots of

their social friends and allies from the business sector have drafted

this policy and yet most of the public and most of the public’s

elected representatives have not had anything like the same access

to the policy formulation process, even in recent years, and that

simply is not going to be acceptable.

MR WHITING: I see. So, basically, you are wanting everybody to be involved,

which I think is a fine argument. Everybody should take an

interest in how they are taxed, essentially.

SENATOR SYVRET: I am not suggesting that everybody should or could be involved,

but certainly there ought to be separate working parties looking

specifically for a period of some months at least on questions like
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capital gains taxes, capital taxes and wealth taxes, the variety of

different approaches that could be taken to taxing property in the

Island, given that quite clearly the accommodation industry is the

second major tranche of economic activity in the Island. You only

have to walk around St Helier, drive around the Island, look at the

properties and look in the estate agents’ windows round St Helier

and see that the accommodation industry -- you know, commercial

property, residential property, property speculation, the

construction industry, conveyancing, lending and other financing

of the accommodation industry, the rents taken etc, etc, etc -- is

clearly the second major part of economic activity in the Island and

yet always F&E and the States of Jersey have absolutely resisted

taking that kind of cohesive look at this major tranche of economic

activity.

MR WHITING: And that would presumably extend to some sort of development

levy. If a field is zoned for development, then ----

SENATOR SYVRET: It has long been known in Jersey that the way to make an absolute

killing was to own land or property in Jersey and then get it

rezoned for development. If it was fields or on developed land or

rezoned for more profitable commercial developments or for the

more expensive residential accommodation and, without a capital

gains tax, you lose certainly a very significant amount of the tax,

probably the great majority of the amount of the tax that you could

be taking from that area of activity.
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Also the State in fact -- I know that this is in many respects

common practice in other jurisdictions, so you couldn’t criticise

Jersey for it -- but it seems passing strange that for decades the

States has foregone millions and millions and millions of pounds

worth of potential tax take for unlimited interest tax relief on

commercial borrowings, which have often been used, rather

perversely, to fuel highly inflationary property speculation in the

Island.

Now, I know that unlimited interest tax relief for

commercial borrowings is a fairly common feature of tax regimes,

but perhaps unusual circumstances apply in Jersey. But, given

anyway that, even if it is unavoidable, one provides unlimited

interest tax relief for that kind of activity, for sure then there has to

be some recognition that immense, fantastical profits have been

made over the decades by individuals, a number of variously

significant land owning wealthy families, you know, some of

whom have been represented in the States over the years and who

have made absolute mind-boggling fortunes out of property and

land in Jersey with often little effective mechanism for the State to

take any kind of tax take out of this.

What is particularly implausible about the stance of the

Finance and Economics Committee is that, given that you are

dealing with fixed assets such as property and land in the Island,

with a reasonably rational approach, you are dealing with an area
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of economic activity that would actually be quite hard to avoid the

tax on, given that it is a fixed asset within the Island. So not only

could there be development of tax when land is rezoned, or

certainly there should be -- it is utterly preposterous that there isn’t,

it is ridiculous and is completely insupportable. But there ought to

be in fact in Jersey also land valuation tax, which would, rather

than being a one-off tax, paid on the value of a property when

rezoned, there would be an annual land valuation tax on

particularly the valuable properties and land in the Island. For

example, the properties up and down King Street and Queen Street

here are worth an absolute fortune. They make very substantial

incomes for their beneficial owners, much of which will be

accruing in trusts and so on, which will in any event, therefore, be

beyond the reach of the taxman in Jersey. But if there were an

annual land valuation tax on those kind of properties, there would

then be a regular annual income into the States of Jersey from that

kind of activity. Naturally that would mean a lot of rich local

landowners and families would be rather less well off, but I am

sure that has had nothing to do with the decision not to introduce

land valuation tax.

MR WHITING: Well, obviously I can’t comment on that last point because I don’t

know, but, yes, you cannot deny -- nobody could deny -- that there

is a lot of wealth in property in Jersey, but particularly the one ----
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SENATOR SYVRET: Billions of pounds here, billions and billions of pounds worth of

value in property across the Island.

MR WHITING: As there is in London and whatever, but the particular one that

certainly interests me is, shall we call it, a development levy or

whatever.

SENATOR SYVRET: Hmm.

MR WHITING: At the point that you do grant permission when a property is

rezoned or whatever and whether you call it a development land

tax or a development levy or something, there is clearly a big hike

in the value at that point which you could say is a windfall profit

for the owner.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, yes.

MR WHITING: You see that then as something very socially desirable and

necessary?

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, it seems to me, where you have commercial property

speculation taking place and vast amounts of income being

generated and profit for individuals and companies and so on, that

the State could quite reasonably look at taking an element of tax

from that gained in that income. It is not an unreasonable

proposition. You know, clearly you have a policy structured in

such a way that encourages activity which you want to encourage.

For example, one might put very little tax, indeed no tax at all, on

the development of affordable, social housing, for example,

because that is the type of activity that you want to encourage. If,
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on the other hand, people want to develop, you know, half a dozen

11K pads or commercial office blocks or commercial shopping

zones around the town, then clearly, you know, that is of more

questionable immediate social value for the community, so one

might want to take a higher levy of tax from that type of activity. I

also think it is important to differentiate between property

development tax and land valuation tax, which are two distinct

taxes.

MR WHITING: Because of one being a one-off and the other potentially being an

annual levy?

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: Yes, I understand your point.

SENATOR SYVRET: And, indeed, again, with the land valuation tax, the levy would

vary depending upon the type of property, or land that it was and

fluctuate in economic and value circumstances. The Island wants,

for example, to encourage agriculture, so therefore you perhaps

wouldn’t levy a tax on agricultural land; you would want to

encourage that land to remain in agricultural use. But if you had

derelict brown field sites around town that are just eyesores and a

bit of a mess that could be put to more better use for the

community, then you would perhaps raise the land valuation tax on

those, which would be a stimulus and an encouragement to the

owner to develop them and have an income stream from them.
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MR WHITING: I understand. Thank you. Could I ask you about another of the

areas that I just want to discuss with you, which is sectoral taxes,

because obviously the hub, in a sense, of the propositions at the

moment is the 0-10, 0-generally 10% financial sector. You have

talked in your document about sectoral taxes.

SENATOR SYVRET: Hmm hmm.

MR WHITING: Can you just expand on that a bit for me?

SENATOR SYVRET: In essence, the 10% tax on the finance services industry is a

sectoral tax.

MR WHITING: Exactly, so I’m assuming you had other sectors in mind?

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, the accommodation industry, or certain sections of it at

least, would be very ripe for a sectoral tax. The construction

industry, property speculation and certainly in the commercial

property market, that might be deemed a sector that needs to have

some kind of taxation levy raised upon it. This is especially so

when, as a general principle of taxation -- please say if you

disagree -- it is normal and reasonable of the State to seek to tax

and tax more heavily activities that are deemed there to be too

much of in society or to be in some way harmful or, for example, to

be using limited resources and, on the other hand, would seek to

tax less or indeed tax not at all activities that it wishes to

encourage.

MR WHITING: This is using tax as a social lever.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed.
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MR WHITING: Because there are, of course, a number of reasons for raising taxes.

The simple one is just to raise the money, but then the behaviour

control aspect is also there.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, and this is a common practice of governments throughout

the world. We know that alcohol and tobacco are taxed and, for

example, fuel is taxed, albeit too little from an environmental point

of view. But, in Jersey, we have naturally an island of very

physically limited size. Land and land available for development

without ruining the Island’s attractiveness and its environment and

thus a key part of its economy and its attractiveness as a tourist

destination, land is in short supply in the Island and is a precious

asset. It seems, therefore, quite strange and perverse that a

government should not wish to be taxing perhaps a little more

heavily the use of this very limited and precious resource. Such an

approach would, I think, philosophically be entirely and broadly in-

keeping with the approach taken by most sensible governments

when it comes to taxing. You tend to want to tax more heavily

undesirable activities and tax less, desirable activities.

MR WHITING: Yes, be it on extreme things like the Irish plastic bag tax because

you want to stop people littering, right the way through to climate

change levies and whatever. Yes, I understand what you are

saying. Indeed, perhaps we can just have a word about the

environmental taxes. This is slightly broader. You alluded to, or I

think you were alluding to, sort of petrol taxes and travel. You see
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scope for more environmental taxes, do you? You have certainly

alluded to it in your proposition.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes. I have said so in my Report and Proposition. There is, I

think, quite clearly wild profiteering in Jersey at the moment by the

fuel cartel and the motor trade generally, but particularly the fuel

suppliers. Hopefully, the ability of them to profit as much as they

do from the market will be affected somewhat by the introduction

of the Competition Law, which, again, in reality, is probably

decades too late as far as combating the cost base in the Island is

concerned.

MR WHITING: Yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: But certainly there ought to be much more scope within those areas

for the state to take tax revenues rather than it just accruing straight

profit to the owners or those who have shares in the Island’s fuel

suppliers. That is one example. Whilst environmental taxation is

unpopular in the eyes of many and isn’t the kind of thing that most

politicians are going to particularly want to press, nevertheless

Jersey, as one of the richest societies in the world, must have a

degree of responsibility and a rôle to play in broader environmental

considerations.

MR WHITING: Right.

SENATOR SYVRET: When one talks about environmental taxation, I go back to such

questions as development tax and things of that nature. It is not

just ----
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MR WHITING: It is another facet of environmental control.

SENATOR SYVRET: Of course it is and at the moment the States has to spend a vast

amount of money constructing land reclamation sites to take waste

and a great deal of rubble produced by the accommodation industry

and so on, and it seems to me that this industry ought to operate not

only on a full cost recovery basis, as far as the Island’s

Government is concerned, but on all of its activities it ought to

make a very clear tax take from it. Taxing the accommodation

industry, or those aspects of it that are not particularly socially

essential, seems to me an environmentally sound way of

proceeding. I mean, amongst the documents you have been

furnished with, were you given a copy of Jersey in the New

Millennium? (Mr Whiting conferred) This was a report prepared

under the overview of Dr Michael Romeril a few years ago as part

of Jersey’s Local Agenda 21 process.

MR WHITING: We will make sure we get a copy.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes. It did involve a great deal of detailed kind of community

forum work with different sections across society and developing a

set of policies and a vision for the future of the Island that was

perhaps a little more sustainability focused and trying to suggest a

different way forward to the mind-boggling levels of greed that

have so dominated the polity in Jersey over the last 30 years. It

naturally found no favour whatsoever with the establishment, so it

was shelved and forgotten about, but nevertheless it did deal with
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some of these issues, so it would be a very useful document for you

to read.

MR WHITING: Thank you, we will track it down.

SENATOR SYVRET: And have a look at it. I can’t say I’m surprised it hasn’t been

pointed out to you already.

MR WHITING: As I say, it doesn’t ring a bell, so maybe it hasn’t been. We have

been given a lot of documents. So, just, if I may, pursuing the

environmental thing, I understand what you are saying, but just to

sort of go through some of the possibilities, your views, I think I

am hearing, would be that petrol duties, for example, could

increase, also car duties, if I may use the term very loosely, but

some sort of further charge on motoring generally and waste

disposal, I think I understood you to say.

SENATOR SYVRET: I mean, we have benefits in kind legislation being introduced now

so that, you know, frankly, the lack of a benefits in kind tax has

been nothing more than a disgraceful racket for years. It is difficult

to think of any other words to describe it, because this is one of the

ways in which company directors were able to completely avoid

paying tax, just by paying everything in sums as a benefit in kind

from their companies and thus massively reducing the income that

they would have needed otherwise and thus avoiding the tax they

would have to pay on it. So hopefully an element of that, of the

artificial state subsidy, in effect, of the motoring industry will be

caught by the benefits in kind legislation. But I don’t think it goes
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far enough. I think certainly partnerships and companies ought not

to be able to write down the cost of motor vehicles before profit on

their tax, other than where ----

MR WHITING: Because most of them are basically private vehicles other than

business?.

SENATOR SYVRET: Most of them are private vehicles. If they were legitimate business

vehicles, I mean, if, for example, you know, you are a taxi driver,

therefore I think it is fair enough to have your car down as a

genuine taxable ----

MR WHITING: A genuine delivery vehicle or whatever, yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: But really if a partnership wishes to buy, you know, a £60,000

executive, you know, BMW for its partners, should they be able to

write that off on a pre-tax submission to the taxman? No, they

shouldn’t. It is frankly absolutely absurd in an island with as

limited space and as congested roads in Jersey, that any kind of

artificial tax allowance of any description is permissible for motor

vehicles other than genuine business vehicles. You know, if people

wish to drive around the streets of Jersey in three and a half litre

SUVs, then in no way, shape or form should any form of tax

allowance be allowable against those vehicles, absolutely none

whatsoever and, indeed, there ought to be a significantly higher tax

on them.

MR WHITING: Understood, because I think I am right in saying that Jersey has the

highest rate of car ownership of almost anywhere.
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SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, and until the last two years we’ve taxed only absolutely

marginally and, in effect, with devices such as unlimited interest

tax relief and no benefits in kind legislation, etc, in this manifestly

excessive industry the State has subsidised and foregone many,

many tens of millions of pounds worth of potential tax take over

the years, and it simply makes no sense whatsoever, but that is the

nature of the Island’s Government, I am afraid.

MR WHITING: How about payroll taxes? You have alluded to those, again, as part

of your propositions and, indeed, training levy you mentioned. Are

Yareyou suggesting more payroll taxes to be paid by employers, I

think?

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, I think employers. And I think also, just to deal with the issue

of a training levy, I mean, there has recently been media comment

by Jersey Finance Limited that some of the States’ strategic reserve

ought to be spent paying for more training for people working

within the finance industry. Now, I just can’t agree with that at all,

given that, notwithstanding the general kind of international

pressures there are on the Island at the moment, the finance

industry is clearly a very profitable and wealthy industry; and one

of the ways in which a perfectly reasonable degree of tax take

could be taken from it would be some kind of training levy, for

example, on the financial services industry. So, in effect, an

additional stream of income is available to the State to put towards

the very high cost of education and further education.
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MR WHITING: So it is a levy on the industry into a sort of general pot to ----

SENATOR SYVRET: Towards education.

MR WHITING: Towards oneducating, well, any others, sorts of thing.?

SENATOR SYVRET: And many other jurisdictions have training levies, so the idea that it

is somehow a radical proposition I don’t think really stacks up. To

go on to the question of payroll taxes, we have to be clear about the

nature of the population in Jersey. We have an aging population,

so certainly we need to be careful to keep an appropriate

demographic mix, given the inflow and outflow of people in the

Island. But, regrettably, what F&E and the Policy and Resources

Committee propose to do at the moment is more of the same policy

of the last three decades, only more so, an even more extreme

version of which, which was simply to and grow the economy

through growing the population. I think there has even been talk of

it being increased by 1% a year, which would mean something like

another 800 people in to the Island a year. There is particular

political and lobby pressure to go down this path at the moment

because there has been a great deal of speculation on development

of flats and housing and so on at the moment, which has actually

made the market plateau and they are not selling, so there are a lot

of people out there who have invested in these speculations who

stand to get their fingers burnt quite badly, so, once again, that has

opened the floodgates. There are a number of real issues that the

Island has to address in terms of population, but basically just
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growing the economy through growing the population has been the

de facto policy of the States for the last three decades and it has not

worked so far. So I don’t think it is necessarily going to work in

the future.

So what we have to do, I think, with payroll taxes is to have

them introduced in a way which makes them perhaps sectoral and a

way which makes them flexible without being too bureaucratically

cumbersome so they can be used as a fiscal tool by the State. So

those sectors of the population which, for example, have tended to

attract or those sections of the labour market rather which have

tended to have very, very heavy labour demands and which have

grown excessively over the years, for example, the construction

industry should face a payroll tax. Okay things are a little bit fallow

for them at the moment, but generally the trend over the last two or

three decades has been for the construction industry in Jersey --

again a component of the Island’s accommodation industry, a

construction industry that is simply out of all scale and proportion

to a community of this size, so it seems to me that there really

should have been a payroll levy charged on the employers in that

industry. That way, they would be required to make a much more

efficient use of labour. There would be an incentive there for them

not to drive the population up too rapidly, thus creating more

inflation in the housing market, especially that for ordinary people

who are lower paid, and less cost in terms of providing education,
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health, social security, housing and so on, because those types of

growths in the labour market that attract that very kind of heavy

labour use will tend to be people in the lower paid sectors and,

therefore, will tend to require more State -- expensive State --

intervention in order to enable them to live in Jersey in an

environment where you have, inescapably, central London living

costs. So at the moment we are spending, I think it is, in excess of

£50 million a year on social security supplementation towards the

lower paid. Vast amounts, again, of taxpayers’ money is going into

subsidising housing.

MR WHITING: Yes, £20 or 30 million-odd.

SENATOR SYVRET: And also, you know, health and a whole range of other key areas of

public sector expenditure. Now, whilst many people you will

speak to -- certainly Finance and Economics and P&R -- are very,

very wedded to the idea of just growing the population a bit more

and that will sort the economy out, well, I don’t think it actually …

The empirical evidence is there to show that if that had worked we

would not be having the problems we are having now. That has

been the policy of the last three decades. The fact is growing the

population through imported labour is great economically in the

short term for your own financial interests, if you happen to be a

brewery shareholder, a supermarket shareholder, a lodging house

proprietor, a corner shop proprietor etc, because you increase your

market base for your activity. So, in terms of short-term self-
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interest, growing the economy in that crude, basic way is very

beneficial to local companies, their shareholders and the local

wealthy families. It is highly debateable whether that approach in

fact produces long term stability and security for the Island as a

whole; and, indeed, many of the very, very expensive social issues

the States have to address now are the consequences of not

controlling population growth adequately, or at least controlling

population growth in a carefully tailored way to ensure that the

population flow into the Island actually addresses a direct and

pressing need that the community has, like other jurisdictions such

as New Zealand and Australia. They are very tailored. They tailor

their influx of migrants according to the needs of those

communities.

MR WHITING: Hmm hmm.

SENATOR SYVRET: We haven’t done that in Jersey. Frankly, there has been a bit of a

slack period in the lodging house market, you know, and a couple

of building firms have needed more labour or whatever, then the

people have just come in and that has been the nature of the total

lack of control.

MR WHITING: So one suggestion is your payroll tax might help control ----

SENATOR SYVRET: A payroll tax on the employers, because notoriously employees,

especially in these lower paid casual areas, are very, very difficult

to police in terms of even social security payments. There is

substantial anecdotal evidence of vast avoiding and evading of
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social security contributions, etc, etc, in the lower paid, especially

in the construction industry, where people would turn up on a

building site and they are just deemed by the company running the

building site to be subcontractors.

MR WHITING: That has been a long-running battle in the UK of course.

SENATOR SYVRET: And, therefore, they are all responsible for their own social security

etc, etc and their own Regulation of Undertakings licensing and it

is just a joke frankly. It has been completely unenforced and it is

going to be very difficult to enforce on labour if people are just

able to deem themselves to come off the boat and deem themselves

self-employed or subcontractors or something of that nature.

Indeed, unless you have the payroll tax on the employers in those

sectors that are labour heavy, of course, in generating the kind of

population growth that may not be what the community wants in

the medium and long term, unless you have the payroll tax on the

employers, you don’t have the incentive upon them to be ultra

efficient in their use of labour.

MR WHITING: Right.

SENATOR SYVRET: So you make employers efficient in their use of labour and you also

make it the employers those who are legally responsible.

MR WHITING: I understand. Certainly aspects ofthe point on that is but can Ito

test it a little?. So you add an extra cost to the employers. You

wouldn’t fear that that might basically cause unemployment?
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SENATOR SYVRET: Cause unemployment, indeed. That is a danger, which is why you

target it on a sectoral basis. I said earlier that it would have to be a

flexible approach. It could be switched on and off and then raised

up and down and varied according to the nature of the employment

market.

MR WHITING: So this could be an annual assessment almost.

SENATOR SYVRET: Quite possibly, a routine part of the Budget. If there was

unemployment in the labour market, as indeed there might be at the

moment, you might not want to have an employment payroll tax,

an employment levy, on those sectors of the market where there is

deemed to be unemployment. Therefore, you make it easier and

you encourage people to employ more. Whereas, for many years,

it was more usual for there to be over-employment in Jersey and a

very significant number of job vacancies that can’t be filled. Those

areas you might well want an employment or payroll levy on in

order to ensure that there is a real incentive for those companies to

be maximising the efficiency of their use of labour. So the

Government has … you are absolutely right, the key to applying

such a policy successfully is that it be nimble on its feet, that it be

flexible and can be varied according to market circumstances.

MR WHITING: Right. I understand. I understand that and, yes, it would be part

revenue … it would be part revenue raising and part economic

lever, in your view.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes. Indeed, that is the case.
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MR WHITING: And would be coupled with something you alluded to a moment

ago, which is trying to attract or not attract particular types of

people and skills into the Island.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes. In a small island like Jersey there is very limited space and

also, facing the demographic challenges that we face, we, even

more than countries like New Zealand or Australia, have to start

being ultra careful as to how we tailor the inflow of people into the

Island, and we do need people to come and work in the Island in a

variety of areas for a variety of purposes, but we need to be able to

absolutely tailor that flow to one which matches the needs of the

community. Other jurisdictions do this. We haven’t done it, and

the reason that we haven’t done it is because it hasn’t suited the

short term self-interests of the local business shareholders etc to

have such a policy.

MR WHITING: If we stand back a bit, how do you see the Jersey economy then

developing? Do you see it retaining the financial sector in its

current proportion? Do you see that diminishing and other things

growing?

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, it is quite clear that Jersey is totally dependent on the finance

sector.

MR WHITING: Yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: I think the official figures are largely fictitious as far as the split of

our GDP is concerned. I would say at least 80% of GDP or GNI

(as it is now categorised) is probably now coming from the
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financial services related sector. The amount for tourism, I think,

is dramatically overstated because a very significant amount of

what is presently categorised as tourism activity is in fact down to

the finance sector or finance sector related business and, indeed,

local activity because of the high level of disposable income the

finance industry brings to the Island. So it is to be hoped certainly

that the finance sector can continue to be the central part of the

Island’s economy. As I say in my Report and Proposition, if it so

happens that some factor does diminish or even remove entirely the

finance sector, the Island would clearly be facing a catastrophic

economic melt down of, you know, quite awesome propositions. I

don’t think there is any escaping that. But one of my concerns is

that we need and we want the finance sector to survive, but that

doesn’t mean though that we are necessarily best advised to adopt

the policy that I am afraid our senior politicians, certainly for the

last 15 years, have always adopted, which is when senior figures

from the local finance industry come along and say “Jump”, our

politicians doff their cap and say “How high, Sir?” I think,

realistically, the finance industry has to understand the needs of the

community at large and also the responsibilities ----

MR WHITING: But it has to be in partnership.

SENATOR SYVRET: It has to be a partnership. Consider the position of myself and

those other politicians who are going to be standing for election in

2005, you know, towards the end of next year. We are on the
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hustings platform and, you know, the decision has been taken to

introduce sales taxes, etc, etc, probably a bit more on cars, fuel,

booze and a lot of other things and, you know, a lot of significant

increases in direct taxation on middle income households and the

public say to me, you know, on the election platform, and indeed

other politicians: “Well, how much meaningful analysis and work

did you really undertake to look at all of the possible alternatives

before you did this?” And if, as F&E would have us do, all one

could say to the electorate is “Well, we didn’t actually undertake

all of that kind of detailed work in partnership with all politicians

and the community because senior figures in the finance industry

told us that we couldn’t and shouldn’t, so we didn’t do it, so tough

guys, that is the added tax burden you have got, that is just the way

it is”, I don’t think that is going to be a remotely credible stance for

politicians to be adopting with the electorate.

There is a habit in politics in Jersey of big issues being

“nine day wonders”, as it were, and then fading away to be

forgotten about by election time. That is not going to happen in

respect of this issue. I think those politicians who vote simply

blindly with the Finance and Economics Committee in this case

will certainly have their lack of willingness to investigate in depth

all of these alternative options pointed out quite clearly to the

electorate. Of course, one of the things that the finance industry
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has to understand is that the Island provides an economically and

politically stable environment.

MR WHITING: Hmm hmm.

SENATOR SYVRET: That is why the concept of partnership and these things being two

way traffic are very, very important and I think not appreciated

enough by the business sector generally in the Island and not just

the finance sector. Such is, frankly, the extremeness and the

extremity of some of the stances adopted by F&E that they are

going to generate, you know, a much more heated political

environment than there has customarily been. People talk quite

openly now of party politics both within political circles and across

the community and that could be a very real possibility.

MR WHITING: That Jersey will go into political parties?

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed.

MR WHITING: Yes, yes, okay, so that would be quite a change, wouldn’t it, from

the current situation?

SENATOR SYVRET: It would be a significant change.

MR WHITING: Where -- correct me if I am wrong -- all senators and deputies are

independent and they are elected for themselves, sort of thing.

SENATOR SYVRET: In theory, politicians in Jersey are elected as independent, but more

and more so in recent years I think it is clear that there are de facto

political parties. But I think any more extreme measures from the

Finance and Economics Committee are going to galvanise things, I

think, into out and out party politics. I mean, we have just had a
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fundamental spending review, for example, that has resulted in my

Health Committee, when all the calculations are done and all the

gains and losses are taken into account, actually having a budget

that is going backwards. We will be less well off next year, 2005,

than we are in 2004.

Now, that is actually a very, very extremist outcome. Not

even Margaret Thatcher’s Government, not even Ronald Regan,

actually cut funding to the equivalent of their National Health

Service, not to the extent that they actually started to go backwards.

This is a measure of just how, I think, extremist and out of touch

many of the thoughts and stances of this Finance and Economics

Committee have become.

So certainly we need absolutely to preserve the finance

industry, but I think the finance industry would be well advised to

seek out a broader political base than it has been wedded to in

recent years and, I think, recognise the situation politicians face

and are going to face increasingly in a changing political mood and

climate in terms of what the politicians are going to be expected to

deliver and be able to deliver on behalf of the electorate.

But the finance industry is under risk, to go back to your

earlier point. That much is clear from the OECD and from Ecofin

and, you know, people like Dawn Primarolo and others. So we

certainly have to do what we can to make sure that we are

protecting the finance industry. But, you know, if in fact it does
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prove to be essential and unavoidable to go to a zero rate of

corporate tax at the end of the day -- and that might be the case and

I have never denied that that might be the unavoidable outcome --

it is going to be extremely difficult for politicians to credibly say

“Yes, that is the case and we have done it and we have accepted it”

without, for example, quantifying the impact of all the replacement

measures to seek to recover the tax on the rest of the community.

You know, we at least have to make these kind of decisions and go

into them with our eyes open. I mean, one of the questions I

wanted to ask you is do you have any experience in assessing the

distributional impacts of various taxation measures and, in this

respect, are you in a position to provide an unambiguous

assessment of the impacts of the F&E Committee upon low earning

households and the medium and high earning households?

MR WHITING: Do I have any experience? Well, yes, in terms of the UK. At any

Budget it is one of the things I am always looking at in terms of

changes, propositions or, of course, things that have actually been

brought in and looking at what the distributional impact is and

trying to understand if you do this, who does it really hit and, if you

do that, who does it really benefit? I must admit, I do a lot with the

IFS,. I follow a lot of fiscal studies the Institute for Fiscal Studies,

but I don’t think they have done work in Jersey particularly

because, of course, OXERA have generally been used.
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SENATOR SYVRET: Well, OXERA have done a great deal of work for F&E, but

certainly in the furnished documentation, I don’t see that they have

done a detailed impact assessment, as my Report and Proposition

asks for, of the consequences of the F&E Committee’s proposals

upon the ordinary people in the Island. It seems to me that one of

the core tasks, in all responsibility, that the States of Jersey must

have before adopting and going down the path of its chosen and

preferred fiscal strategy, is to at least, as an absolute minimum,

have undertaken a comprehensive impact assessment on all of the

options that it is going to pursue.

I mean, let us accept, for argument’s sake, the view that a

zero rate of corporate tax is unavoidable and is something we

simply have to do in order to preserve the finance industry. Okay,

well the President of Advisory and Finance in Guernsey is saying

that there is no need for the States there, the actual Government, to

make the decision for going on to the next two years because it

does not need to be in effect until 2008/2009, it is, therefore,

somewhat implausible for our F&E Committee to be saying “We

have got to make that decision at Government level in the next few

weeks basically without having a comprehensive impact

assessment of what these policies are going to mean.”

Another question I did want to put to you is, I mean, are

you aware of the EU Trade Commission’s ruling upon the Gibraltar

zero rate of corporate tax?
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MR WHITING: Yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: Which has been declared non-compliant and harmful in terms of

EU trade, but I accept that they are Members of the European

Union, whereas Jersey is not.

MR WHITING: Because they perceive Gibraltar as being part of the UK, so the 0%

Gibraltarian tax is perceived as an unfair regional subsidy, trade aid

or whatever you want to term it.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: To “Being part of the sort of “UK”, should be in inverted commas.

That is not the case with Jersey, where the EU has accepted that

clearly Jersey is independent. So, from what I have read and tried

to find out and understand because I saw the report and that

immediately made me think “Well, just a minute, does that impact

on the Jersey 0%”, but you do seem to have two different things

and it doesn’t seem the EU has any suggestion that they would try

and say that the Jersey 0% is unacceptable in the same way as the

Gibraltar 0%.

SENATOR SYVRET: The Gibraltar 0% has been caught through a different avenue.

MR WHITING: Also because of the other levies that they are putting on as well to

plug the gap.

SENATOR SYVRET: But in essence the underlying reason that the Gibraltar arrangement

was caught was because, when you got down to it, although they

had introduced a zero rate of corporate tax and different levies, the

situation was in essence the same, in that a different set of
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arrangements were available to resident entities as opposed to non-

resident client entities.

When you get down to the situation in Jersey, it is actually

going to be the same, although we think we have got around it, in

that the tax treatment of Jersey companies is going to be different

to non-Jersey companies because you are going to be taxing their

shareholders. Whilst it may meet the technical, legal definition of

the EU Tax Commission at the moment, it is clear from looking at

the work of Frits Bolkestein and others that they are looking at

harmonising -- not harmonising, no, that is not the right word --

they are looking at making efficient the corporate tax market in the

European Union, which is probably up in the air at the moment, I

accept, but will probably lead to a minimum rate of corporate tax

across the European Union in a few years time.

Now, can we say that if that outcome were to happen -- I

accept that it may not, but it quite feasibly could do, certainly

Bolkestein is on the record and his speeches on the subject are

available on the European Union’s Internet site and he has clearly

made remarks to that effect -- how can we be sure that the

requirements of the European Union won’t change in, say, for

argument’s sake, five years time and suddenly the zero rate of

corporate tax by different Crown dependencies will no longer be

acceptable to the European Union or the UK?
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MR WHITING: I think that is, again, a perfectly fair challenge, but, as you say, I

too have seen Bolkestein’s comments and I have seen others.

There are various theses which suggest that corporation tax is a

decaying tax and, in the terms you have alluded to, the few quotes I

have got, I mean, I am on record as suggesting that corporation tax

generally is on a bit of a downward spiral and, as a matter of

interest, the UK may have a problem as the rates are pressurised

down. Could the EU end up setting a minimum 10% or 15% or

whatever rate you care to say? Yes, they could. There are a lot of

things they could do, but I don’t see a sign of that at the moment. I

agree it is a possible. I think it is more likely though that countries

will be steadily bidding down the corporate tax rates and that we

may see pressure to come down.

SENATOR SYVRET: You are certainly correct that the international trend, and this is

clear in your quotes, that the international trend is for corporate tax

to go downwards, but that is a policy, a political policy and

decision -- call it a facet of globalisation if you will -- that many

people ideologically oppose and there is growing, you know,

political pressure against that trend. Whilst the downward trend on

corporate taxes has been significant in recent years, you have to ask

yourself the question how low can it ultimately go because, with

the globalised market existing and nation states competing against

one another on this basis to attract inward investment, yet with

aging populations and ever more expensive social infrastructures to
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maintain, I think it is quite possible that we could see a stabilisation

and indeed even a reversal of that trend. Otherwise, you know,

stable governments like those in the West and the European Union

who have populations with fairly high expectations may simply not

have an adequate tax base any more to fund basic state provisions.

So it is quite ----

MR WHITING: I couldn’t agree more with you. That is one of the biggest … I

mean, Jersey has got a problem that, well, frankly, every country in

the EU has got to a greater or lesser extent.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, and the reason I make that point is that we can’t just assume,

as a given, that the trend to corporate taxation will continue to

always be downwards. It may bottom out and indeed rise. In fact,

if internationally within nation states and blocks like the European

Union the rate of corporate tax does tend to diminish yet further, in

all probability then we are going to find even more incentive and

desire upon the part of the people like the European Union to make

damn sure that fiscal leakage from within their block and from

within their jurisdictions is plugged in every conceivable way. So

in fact an international trend, a downward trend, in corporate

taxation could mean correspondingly an even harsher attack on the

ability of independent offshore jurisdictions to run their offshore

finance industries.

This is why I raise in my Report and Proposition the

question of making some kind of analysis of what would be the
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impacts and what the Island might do in a post-finance industry

environment, not that such environment is desirable -- I have

already explained how I think it would be an economic catastrophe

for the Island -- but it remains something that remains that we - in

all responsibility as politicians -- have got to at least consider.

It is notable that the policies of the Finance and Economics

Committee are pretty much geared entirely towards keeping happy

and stable, and remaining attractive to the finance industry. Whilst

I accept, and have accepted, that the finance industry is the core

part of the Island’s economy and has to be maintained, is it wise for

the States to look only at preserving that industry without taking a

much more serious view of the possibility at some stage in the

future that the fortunes of that industry may diminish through

factors beyond our control and, therefore, we might need other

kinds of taxation and fiscal policies that might have at least given

us some kind of an economic … [End of first mini disc. Second

mini disc] …

You asked me if I had views on other sectors that the Island

ought to be encouraging. Certainly I think culturally and

artistically and historically the Island ought to be making much

more use of the assets that it has at the moment. Frankly, in

general terms, the policy of the States of Jersey to developing

cultural and historical and artistic activities in the Island over the

decades has been philistine, to be perfectly frank. There was an
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attempt some years ago. There was an international arts festival

staged, but it only happened once because, again, not enough

enthusiasm and investment was put into it by the States of Jersey. I

mean, why should Jersey not in 10 years time or 15 years time

aspire to have a globally recognised annual international arts

festival such as Edinburgh now has? Jersey is a good deal more of

an attractive place to come to than Edinburgh let’s face it, with the

beaches, with its weather and so on.

I suggest that you read the recently produced cultural

strategy by the Education, Sport and Culture Committee. There is

a great deal of interesting factual analysis in that, in terms of the

value of the cultural sector of the economy in the United Kingdom

and in other jurisdictions; and it is an extremely profitable and

valuable and important sector of the economy and it clearly is an

area that Jersey ought to be investing in. This is one of the kind of

areas where our fiscal policy could in fact be geared. I know, or I

think, they have changed it recently, but for a long time, Ireland,

the Republic of Ireland, offered tax breaks of one kind or another

to people engaged in artistic or cultural activities. Why don’t we

do the same in Jersey?

MR WHITING: Hmm hmm.

SENATOR SYVRET: This is the kind of thing we ought to be developing, because not

only would it be good for the Island’s economy in terms of

attracting people, as the cultural strategy makes clear, but it is
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extremely beneficial for the local community in terms of enhancing

people’s quality of life, the range of activities available to them and

the number of educational opportunities. You know, certainly that

is an area of economic activity we could develop. Another is the

development of a university in Jersey.

MR WHITING: Yes. I was thinking of coming to that.

SENATOR SYVRET: And, again, okay, we are nowhere near adequately positioned to

suddenly embark upon such a venture at this time, but we have got

to start thinking long term. One of the chronic failures of the States

of Jersey is their short-termism. We have got to think what might

the Island be doing in 10, 15 or 20 years time. We have got to start

building up to that and investing in these kind of areas.

Regrettably, when there has been recent talk about maybe

generating a university in Jersey and this kind of thing, the focus

has been entirely upon creating a Jersey business school with lots

of courses for, you know, legal professions, accountancy, MBAs

and that kind of thing. Whilst that kind of activity clearly is

desirable in terms of providing education for people who work in

the finance industry, I don’t that is sufficiently far sighted or broad

enough. I think, if Jersey is going to develop a university, it needs

to be, you know, much more eclectic and differing in range of

subjects. I mean, Jersey could offer some excellent environmental

degree courses or science courses, for example oceanography,

marine biology and a whole raft of things could be offered here,
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you know, arts degrees such as English and others such as

sociology.

Again, we are nowhere near delivering this kind of

environment at the moment, but it is something the Island could

look to in 10 years time. Clearly these kind of activities aren’t

going to provide the kind of profit per worker that we see from the

finance industry, but if they could be developed in parallel with the

finance industry, whilst hopefully we still have the finance

industry, it would make meaningful economic diversity in the

future. But, again, I am afraid, the States of Jersey simply doesn’t

think this way and doesn’t take these issues seriously. I mean, you

know, I suggest if you want evidence of that statement, you go and

look at the Island’s Waterfront development. I don’t know if you

have seen it?

MR WHITING: A little of it, yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: It is in fact a toxic waste dump at the moment. It has many tens of

thousands of tonnes of municipal incinerator ash in it, but that is

perhaps another question which I won’t dwell upon at the moment.

But assuming that it was simply a prime site for waterfront

development, effectively a new quarter of St Helier that was

originally intended to provide “a world class waterfront

development” (quote/unquote), the States have ended up building a

leisure pool, a ten screen multiplex cinema (which must be the only

cinema in the world that has been built with a prime site sea view
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all around it), a pub, a nightclub and a couple of fast food joints.

That, I am afraid, is the degree of forward economic thinking. So

you have got exactly the kind of environment down there that you

basically find in, you know, Milton Keynes or Basingstoke or

something, so, again, zero imagination and originality and a total

failure of long term vision.

MR WHITING: It is somewhat outside my remit, but I am intrigued to hear you

because you come back a lot to the lack of long term vision and

planning. Do you see that getting better, as a matter of interest,

with the possible move to political parties and so on?

SENATOR SYVRET: No, it is not getting better. It is clear from the draft strategic plan,

which, in essence, is going to pursue more of the same economic

and political policies which the State has pursued for the last two or

three decades, which is just going for short term, low grade growth,

you know, and increase the population, you know, that kind of

thing, build more, you know, provide more activity for the

construction industry, open more pubs. I mean, there was a site

just down the road here called the Island Site, that is what it is

known as -- an old derelict abattoir and so on -- which is on the

verge of finally being developed as a new commercial

development. The preferred scheme that has been chosen by the

Waterfront Enterprise Board and States consists of a kind of a part

hotel, I think an office block and another three pubs.
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Now, just what the Island needs down in that area around

the Weighbridge, of course, is another three pubs, which we need

about as much as we need a hole in the head. I am afraid, is better,

more quality, long term thinking being brought to bear on the

Island’s issues? No, it is not, I am afraid. It is more of the same

approach that has been the bane of politics in Jersey, which is short

term, self-interest and short term, “cash in while we can” kind of

policies.

MR WHITING: It must be very frustrating for you.

SENATOR SYVRET: You get used to it after a few years. But, I mean, certainly, to go

back to your original point, there are a number of areas that must

be invested in by the States in terms of developing new areas of

economic activity. I strongly suggest you read the Cultural

Strategy. I allude to it in my report.

MR WHITING: Yes, I noted it.

SENATOR SYVRET: A university, that is another area that we could use to diversify our

economy to some extent. It is difficult, of course, to see any

industry producing the same profit per worker as the offshore

finance industry does, which is why we have to hope that it

continues, but we also have to plan for the possibility that it may

not or that it may at least diminish to some extent. But certainly,

whilst it is here, I think the industry has to be a little more alert, as I

said, to the fact that it has got to work in partnership with all

politicians and perhaps adopt less of the rather high handed
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approach that one has grown used to and perhaps be rather less

keen on forming partnerships with politicians who run local

businesses and perhaps more keen on forming partnerships with the

broader interests of the community as a whole.

Certainly other areas of investment that could encourage

meaningful economic growth could be urban and new land

improvement around the Island. I mean, the Island’s millennium

project was a town park site on an old gas works in the middle of

St Helier, in the heart of the most densely populated and poorest

part of the community and we were supposed to turn it into a new

park. Again, it has simply been allowed to stagnate because the

powers that be don’t want to make the investment and would rather

basically ruin the scheme with some kind of public/private

partnership by building another office block on half of it. So,

again, that is the kind of lack of vision that I have already

described.

MR WHITING: Hmm hmm. Thank you.

SENATOR SYVRET: But, in general terms, the kind of analysis of the economic and

taxation issues that the Island faces, which I have talked about, has

never actually been done before at all by the States of Jersey,

which is why I put that proposition to the States, asking that these

questions be analysed.

With all due respect to your professional expertise, I don’t

really see how, with the best will in the world, you could possibly
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carry out that volume of work in the timescale that you have been

expected to do it. Again, you know, to be perfectly frank, I don’t

think your particular appointment to this rôle meets the kind of

expected appearance of objectivity that would be needed. I mean,

as I said at the start of this discussion, you have commented

publicly already on a number of the proposals by F&E and

PricewaterhouseCoopers (Jersey) have been involved for some

considerable time at a high policy level in formulating these kind

of policies and, as far as I am concerned, I am only going to be able

to say to the public that I feel I’ve discharged my duties adequately

to them as long as I do all I can, and if I have done all I can to see

that all of these taxation issues, questions, options (call them what

you will) finally get a thorough, open examination and finally get

the light let in on them, which is something that never happens and

has never happened - in Jersey.

Legal partners, accountants obviously and certain senior

businessmen know in all the tremendous detail how the tax law in

Jersey works and how it can and can’t be avoided and so on and the

various options for tax planning and tax efficiency and those

possibilities remain largely an area of mystery to non-experts like

myself and indeed most of my colleagues sat in the States

Chamber; and indeed to most of the people in our community.

That is why I think, in all democracy, finally a detailed public

examination of tax planning opportunities commonly used under
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the existing arrangements and those that would become available

under the proposed new arrangements have to be made public and

we have to have a public debate about them, which, again, is part

of the proposition you have before you.

MR WHITING: I have, yes.

SENATOR SYVRET: I mean, it may not be possible, of course, to detail every

conceivable tax planning avoidance mechanism, but there are a

range of generally well known and well documented ones which, if

I could afford to employ a chartered accountant, he would be able

to tell me about in a fairly short period of time. I think that

knowledge has got to stop being specialised, secret knowledge and

has got to become public knowledge. Only then can the public and

indeed their elected representatives have an informed debate about

tax policy. We also, likewise, have to be aware of the obvious tax

planning opportunities that may be produced under the new régime

when that is brought into effect, if it is brought into effect. Within

two hours of the F&E document being published, a local chartered

accountant telephoned me and explained to me precisely what he

would advise his local business shareholder clients to do in order to

avoid tax.

MR WHITING: To take advantage of the prospective nil rate?

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, yes, so it wouldn’t accrue or register in their names as

personal tax.
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MR WHITING: That they would own their business through some sort of offshore

structure or ----

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, in another jurisdiction where, you know, the wealth

generated by that activity would accrue as a capital gain or be

realised as a capital gain.

MR WHITING: But, having talked to Malcolm Campbell, I know he is alive to that

particular issue and indeed is looking at ----

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, he is alive to that. I am aware of the general anti-avoidance

clause that the Jersey Tax Law has in it, but it is pretty much one of

those things where you have got to be aware of initially the

likelihood that people have used these devices before you start

digging into it and invoking that article of the law against them.

What you don’t know about you can’t get into.

MR WHITING: Absolutely fair comment, which I know he is interested in

obtaining further information powers, for example, to try and, I

think ----

SENATOR SYVRET: Now, I don’t know whether this is true. I did ask this in the States

this morning during question time, but the Attorney General wasn’t

in the Assembly at the time, but it has been suggested to me by a

lawyer that that Article -- I think it is Article … I forget now the

Article, but the general anti-avoidance Article in Jersey.

MR WHITING: 134A.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: Yes.
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SENATOR SYVRET: The Tax Law, which effectively confers upon the Comptroller of

Income Tax a power to tax, in effect, by decree may no longer be

compliant -- may not be compliant -- with the European

Convention on Human Rights, which, as you may know, we have

now incorporated into Jersey Law.

MR WHITING: Hmm.

SENATOR SYVRET: Although it has not precisely come into effect yet. Now, that may

or may not be correct. I am not a lawyer, so I do not know whether

that is true or not, but it has been suggested to me that the

invocation of the powers under this clause, effectively a power to

tax by decree, may not be Human Rights compliant.

MR WHITING: It is an interesting question, but when you look around a lot of

Europe and their abuse of rights doctrines within most of the tax

codes in the sub-Napoleonic-type systems, they manage to square

that with Human Rights.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: I don’t pretend to be a lawyer, but I have heard that issue

mentioned before. You may know that there is a lot of discussion

within the UK about various of the enforcement and control

powers. I’m on record as saying that I think some of the things that

we do within the UK are not compliant with Human Rights, such

as ex parte hearings and the like.

SENATOR SYVRET: Hmm hmm.
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MR WHITING: It is a very interesting and big subject as to how the whole tax

system does get on all fours with Human Rights.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed. And I think it may not be an issue. It may be Human

Rights compliant, but the question has been raised with me by a

professional. I don’t know the answer to that question, but it seems

to me that if Mr Campbell and the Treasury are hoping very much

to make greater and greater use of the general anti-avoidance

provision within the Jersey Income Tax Law, they are going to

have a very close look at the subject and this has to be one of the

areas of examination. If you imagine that well, okay, there are

going to be a raft of new tax planning opportunities that arise

through the introduction of the 0/10 legislation ,but we are going to

succeed in closing down a lot of them through the general anti-

avoidance provision, if the possibility exists one day of that

particular use of the anti-avoidance mechanism being deemed not

compliant with the EU Convention on Human Rights, that could

rather have significant consequences to the planned tax income

streams of the State in the coming years under the proposed new

régime. So it seems to me that this is one of those areas where we

need to be absolutely certain about our ground before we go into it.

MR WHITING: That is a very good point, because you cannot have a major plank

of the system suddenly knocked away through, as you say, being

vulnerable to a challenge under Human Rights Law.
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SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed. Indeed, that is the case. My Report and Proposition on

Taxation has been described in the media as “an alternative set of

proposals to F&E”. That is not entirely accurate. The general

thrust of my Report and Proposition is that here are a range of

rather obvious questions and obvious potential taxes and obvious

subjects of activity that merit and deserve a detailed and open and

transparent examination. Indeed, it is not unreasonable that such

an examination should take place, should have already taken place,

frankly, given the eight years odd worth of work that has been done

in this field, but if they haven’t taken place so far should certainly

do so, given that we are expecting the community to embark upon

the most dramatic changes in its tax structure since income tax was

introduced here in 1928. Therefore, it seems to me to actually be

perfectly reasonable that these issues are examined in the kind of

detail that the Report and Proposition I put forward seeks and

requests. It is not just my own work. Other people in the

community have contributed to it and have asked me these kind of

questions and put these kind of things to me and I have responded

to them as a politician and obviously with some concerns of my

own.

As I said earlier, I think the stance of the Finance and

Economics Committee will, I think clearly and obviously, be an

extremist and unreasonable stance if they wish to embark upon the

most dramatic tax changes we have undertaken for nearly 80 years
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without being prepared to see a detailed, transparent and open

examination of all of these different options.

Let us be clear, as is clear from the documentation and

other information I have been provided with, the Island’s

businessmen, the Island’s rich, the Island’s professionals have had

a close high level involvement in the development of all of these

areas of policy, which has contributed to the document brought

forward by Finance and Economics. Ordinary people across the

community have not had that degree of involvement and, indeed,

most of their elective representatives have not had that degree of

involvement. So what I am seeking now is to redress the balance

and say that the ordinary community needs an opportunity to get to

grips with some of these questions, very important questions, now

for the next six to eight months, perhaps -- that seems to me to be a

reasonable kind of period of time -- so that we can actually be quite

sure of all of these outstanding questions and, indeed, be sure that

we have satisfied ourselves that the position of F&E is correct

when they assert that all of these other taxes are not viable and

theirs are the only ones that are. I quite accept that, at the end of

the day, the F&E Committee may be correct, but certainly there

isn’t any furnished evidence to that effect so far, no evidence to the

effect that all of the other options that could be pursued have been

examined in great detail. I think it is an entirely reasonable and

indeed the only responsible course of action for me and other
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politicians to require, on behalf of ordinary people in the

community, that those options be looked at.

MR WHITING: So basically you are saying that it would be but a modest pause in

the process whilst that was done?

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed. The most major changes to our tax structure for nearly 80

years. The F&E documents were published only six weeks ago, I

think perhaps.

MR WHITING: Yes, mid-February, wasn’t it?

SENATOR SYVRET: Something of that nature, and it doesn’t seem to me to be

unreasonable for us to spend, you know, six to eight months, that

kind of time, looking at what they have put forward and, indeed,

other options which they have not put forward which may be of

differing benefits to different aspects of the community.

MR WHITING: Okay. Well, thank you. You have been very clear and very open

with us and I am very grateful for your time, Senator Syvret. Have

I answered the questions that you … I mean, you have been very

good in telling me far more of your views, which, as I say, thank

you very much. Are there more things that you wanted to ask me?

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, I mean, did you intend to provide in this report that you are

preparing for F&E, a detailed written account of your own personal

kind of political personal view on the nature of these taxation

issues and, you know, your personal view of the rôle of progressive

taxation in democratic societies?
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MR WHITING: I wasn’t being called on to do that. I am trying to give a

professional, dispassionate view.

SENATOR SYVRET: I mean, the reason I ask that question is that you have made a great

deal of media comment over the years on budgets and various

options and so on and so forth, so you clearly are on the record as

having, you know, as particular set of views. I just think it would

be, you know, reasonable and fair if you, you know, condensed and

recapitulated those views in your report.

MR WHITING: I mean, I will no doubt sort of reflect some of my own views as to

what I think works, doesn’t work, is good, isn’t so good. You are

right, I have over the years given many media … I don’t hide

behind any of the comments I have said, although, you never know,

one or two might have been taken slightly out of context, but I have

had a fairly consistent record of trying to explain tax and trying to

give views and explanations on it from all points of view.

SENATOR SYVRET: Because you have been a kind of media pundit on this field, do you

not think it would be appropriate to avoid, you know, confusion,

that as an appendix to your report you do say what your own

personal, you know, recorded political views are on this question?

MR WHITING: But I don’t have recorded political views. I am non-political.

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, I don’t know if I entirely agree with that. I mean, you have

made a great deal of media comment over the years, you know, that

is essentially political comment on Budgets and different tax

policies essentially, so, you know, it is out there.
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MR WHITING: We may have to agree to differ on that. I don’t see it as political

comment because I attempt to be non-political in what I say.

SENATOR SYVRET: I don’t think I agree with that analysis because when you are

talking about, you know, the rôle of the state versus business or in

partnership with business and the nature of taxation and the kind of

taxes that governments should or shouldn’t raise, that is

intrinsically and inescapably a political judgment. It is an

ideological judgment that is involved in making those kind of

comments.

MR WHITING: Well, perhaps we are just differing on the term “political”, because

I certainly don’t see it as political in terms of Conservative,

Labour, Liberal Democrat or anything else. I make views and give

my views on particular tax measures, usually on the basis of

efficiency or not and whether they work or whether they create

more burdens than they worth and aspects of that.

SENATOR SYVRET: I hear what you are saying, but, you know, with respect, I don’t

think I agree with it because I think views on taxes and whether

they “work” (quote/unquote) or are “efficient” (quote/unquote) are

intrinsically political philosophical decisions. I think I understand

where you are coming from, but I think it is difficult to ascribe the

kind of value free objectivity that physical scientists seek to

achieve in their work to, you know, the work of accountants or

politicians, political scientists or whatever. You know,

intrinsically, inescapably, there is an element of, you know,
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political, philosophical involvement in these kind of decisions. I

mean, you know, accountants as expert as yourself could be found

who would have a different view to you on some of these taxation

issues.

MR WHITING: I’m beginning to see what you are getting at. We are all going to

be, you, I, any and what your professional, what you are saying,

coloured by your own views and I in mine. We are all … I think

that, in that case, it is a perfectly fair challenge so that for my

report, which I have got a colleague, I have got more than one

colleague, to assist and try and put other views in, so it is not just

me you are getting. B, but, yes, it will be coloured by some of the

views I have built up over 30 years of involvement in this sort of

line of business. Could you get somebody else involved, be it

somebody with another big firm, small firm, an academic to give a

report and they might come up with something different? Yes,

undoubtedly you could. That, I suppose, has to be open to you, to

the States and to everybody else. If what I come up with in the

time that is made available to me is not satisfactory, well, clearly it

is open to you to go and seek other views.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: I would understand that.

SENATOR SYVRET: I am sorry to labour the point, but it is just that your report, when it

is prepared, will be brandished by the Finance and Economics

Committee as though it were some kind of quasi-scientific, last
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word in, you know, objectivity on all of the tax issues that Jersey

may face. I don’t think, with the best will in the world, the view of

any particular accountant can ever be viewed really as such. You

know, I mean, it is your views, for what it is worth, and, you know,

you are very professional in your field, but nevertheless they are

the views of you as an accountant and they can’t really be waved, I

think, as, you know, like tablets handed on down from on high. I

think ----

MR WHITING: To go back to an analogy you used, it is not the same as somebody

doing a completely scientific experiment to find some point of, you

know, oceanography or breaking point of metals where, with

incredibly scientific tests and over a period, you prove something.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed.

MR WHITING: Which in general has to be fact and very difficult to descry unless

somebody has mucked up the tests.

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: I fully accept, and I think this is the nature of the profession I am

in, that what I am being asked to do is to give my opinion.

SENATOR SYVRET: Hmm Hmm.

MR WHITING: I will do my best to give that honestly and objectively, but, at the

end of the day, it will be my opinion, tempered with views from

colleagues and can that be as scientifically rigorous as you or I

performing a series of tests to find the breaking point of a piece of

metal and get something that between us we absolutely agree and
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we have proved it, no, that is the nature of what we are doing it and

that is the difference between metallurgy and opinions on this area.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, and, you know, I don’t think though this kind of report

even gets anywhere near to, you know, being like a scientific

report. Your expertise is taxation. I mean, I think if one bought,

for example, you know, an independent economist into this

situation, you might get a different analysis again entirely. One of

the difficulties I think that you face in doing this report is that you

are a tax specialist, which is obviously useful in dealing with some

of the more particular taxation type questions, but I feel that a great

deal of this area of enquiry that the Island has to undertake at the

moment is intrinsically economic.

MR WHITING: I think that is a very fair challenge, and it is a question I asked as

well because when I was approached to undertake this I basically

said what you have said: “I am a taxman. I like to think I know a

deal about tax, but I am not an economist.” The point put back to

me was there is work available by OXERA on the economic

aspects and that, at the moment, what was wanted was tax

commentary. On that basis -- and I will make this clear -- that is

where I am coming from. Now, if you and others feel that more

economic analysis is required, I’m not the person to give that. I

will make no bones about that.

SENATOR SYVRET: I think, for what it is worth, my view would be that you ought to

make … I mean, you have a very limited time to address what I
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think our brief discussion today has illustrated is a very vast range

of possible considerations.

MR WHITING: And I can assure you I have done an awful lot of reading and

talking before meeting with yourself.

SENATOR SYVRET: I mean, you only have a limited time frame in which to produce

your report. In my view, I think, in all credibility, the process does

need, as I suggested, longer to analyse these things, perhaps indeed

from the economic point of view. If the Finance and Economics

Committee get your report and then start, you know, brandishing it

and saying “You see, nothing else needs to be done of any

significance, therefore we can go ahead and make our decision in a

few weeks time”, I don’t think that is going to be a credible kind of

state of affairs really, given the nature of the issues raised in P41,

the proposition, and the kind of work I feel, and indeed others in

the community feel, needs doing.

I mean, you mentioned OXERA for example. Their report

which came out accompanying the report of the Finance and

Economics Committee deals with, I think, capital gains tax in three

paragraphs. Admittedly, that is more than the one paragraph given

to it in the Finance and Economics Committee’s Facing the Future

document, but, you know, in all reasonableness, I think that

demonstrates the utter paucity of meaningful information and

analysis and work that has been done in this field. But OXERA are

employed by F&E and, you know, they have produced no doubt
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what they have been asked to produce by the Finance and

Economics Committee. But the OXERA document cannot be

taken for one moment as an adequate examination of the various

taxation options the Island might face. I mean, how could any

document dismiss the entire concept of any form of capital gains

tax in three paragraphs?

MR WHITING: One of the unspoken questions there is, yes, I have been hired by

the Finance and Economics Committee. I think my report is

intended to be addressed to the States, but may be that is ----

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes.

MR WHITING: It may be seen as semantics, but it is still sort of “sponsored” by

Finance and Economics, but, again, I come back to it, that I am

meant to be objective. I will make it clear the basis and it is then

up to yourself and your colleagues to make of it what you will.

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, yes, we will. There is obviously going to be a very

significant ongoing debate about all of these issues and your report,

I am sure, will be an interesting and useful contribution to it. But I

suspect somehow the debate will continue.

MR WHITING: I am sure it will. Indeed, I would hope so because I totally

understand what you said: this is the biggest change to Jersey tax in

80 years and it needs a continuing debate. I think one of the points

you have alluded to in your Report and Proposition is that this will

not be an end to it. If, for the sake of argument, everything was

agreed in June or July or whatever, that isn’t going to put the Jersey
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tax system to bed for another 80 years. It is something that has got

to continue to be looked at because the world is just changing.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, yes. It is changing and, of course, you know, there could

be more bad news on the horizon for offshore finance centres,

depending on how the US presidential election goes, given the on

the record statements by Kerry against offshore, certainly those

offshore jurisdictions, actually, it was places like Bermuda and the

British Cayman Islands, I think, that he has targeted particularly.

MR WHITING: Particularly the ones in the sort of ----

SENATOR SYVRET: In their back yard.

MR WHITING: Yes, isn’t it?

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes. So there could be dangerous times ahead, and one of the

points I alluded to in my Report and Proposition is that if -- you

know, let’s not hope that this is the case, but if -- the finance

industry is to be targeted and is to diminish, we could be seriously,

you know, removed in the next decade or more or whatever. One

of the strategic requirements and responsibilities, it seems to me,

that the Government must have now is to look at ways of in fact

taking as much money out of the economy as it reasonably can,

clearly without destroying the economy at this stage, and to set it

aside for the future of the community, because we are utterly

dependent on this one industry and, if it went, we would be in a

state of economic melt down. One of the tremendous dangers of

there being no capital gains tax, especially on property or resident
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company transactions at the moment, is that one could see lots of

very wealthy local families and companies and individuals cash in

their chips, as it were, in the context of very significant sales,

capital generating sales of assets, which could means many, many

tens of millions of pounds are foregone of potentially taken tax

revenue by the States of Jersey. Indeed, it has been suggested by

local businessmen to me and by people that have their finger on the

pulse of the local economy (and I have said this in my report) that

that tendency of people to want to cash their chips, as it were, is

already visible and is already starting to happen because, you

know, people with their finger on ----

MR WHITING: People will vote with their feet, you mean?

SENATOR SYVRET: People with their finger on the pulse can see storm clouds on the

horizon in terms of the Island’s economy, the finance industry and

so on, even the possibility that we may have to do things such as

introduce a capital gain tax, so they are cashing in their chips now

whilst the going is good. A very major local company was sold

recently to an outside buyer. Indeed, I can think of at least two

very significant major companies sold in the last couple of years to

interests outside of the Island.

MR WHITING: So they there are Jersey owned companies being sold to non-Jersey

people?

SENATOR SYVRET: Yes, indeed. One was A. De Gruchy & Co, which I think was sold

out of the Island, a very large department store, dramatic and worth
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a very, very significant amount of money, a dramatically valuable

property in the middle of town. The Guiton Group, you know,

owners of Jersey and Guernsey newspapers and a variety of other

related business activities, you know, in family hands in the Island

for generations, sold. There may well be more on the horizon. If,

in effect, the Island’s capital assets are going to be sold in this way,

if business assets locally are going to be sold off, it may well be

advisable strategically for the community sooner rather than later

to have some kind of capital gain tax, even if it were a limited one

in some way and only applied to property or something of that

nature, because at least then we would be making some revenue out

of this extremely profitable and valuable economic activity, which

we might start seeing a dramatic increase in in the next few years,

depending upon how the future might look.

MR WHITING: And possibly some sort of look through stamp duty, such that if

you sell a company that owns property, then you actually have to

pay stamp duty on the underlying property.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, yes.

MR WHITING: That you might transfer.

SENATOR SYVRET: You are the expert in that field. I rely on bits and pieces I get told

by people.

MR WHITING: It is an Australian system that.

SENATOR SYVRET: But I am told by accountants that seeking to tax property

transactions, in a variety of ways which one might imagine doing it
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in, is easier to do, in that it is harder to avoid than, you know, other

kinds of capital transactions because you have got the fixed asset

here in the community and, therefore, whilst not impossible, you

have more narrow avoidance opportunities.

MR WHITING: In a sense, land and property, it is the oldest and simplest form of

tax in one sense because it is there, you can see it.

SENATOR SYVRET: Indeed, which is why I considered it perfectly reasonable for us to

have a thorough going transparent examination of the scope for tax

on the Island’s accommodation industry, and the Finance and

Economics Committee dismiss it off-hand, which I don’t think is

an intellectually plausible stance.

MR WHITING: Right. I am sorry, I am conscious that we are taking up a great deal

of your time.

SENATOR SYVRET: No, no, it is important.

MR WHITING: And you have to get back to your sitting.

SENATOR SYVRET: Were there any other particular questions you wanted to ask me?

[Knock on the door] Come in.

MALE SPEAKER: Hello. You are still ----

MR WHITING: We are still going.

MALE SPEAKER: You are still going.

SENATOR SYVRET: I think we are nearly wrapping it up.

MR WHITING: We are nearly wrapped up.

MALE SPEAKER: Shall I wait outside for you?
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MR WHITING: If you want to, yes. We probably won’t be very long, I think. I

have certainly been over the areas that I sort of marked down and

particularly wanted to range over in the tax field, so I have

certainly asked the questions I wanted to and you have been, as I

say, very generous with your time and I am grateful for it.

SENATOR SYVRET: Well, thank you for, you know, meeting me. It has been a useful

and interesting discussion, as I was sure it would be. I hope you

found it useful too. I think we ----

MR WHITING: Enormously so, because I have learned far more than I could

possibly have done from your Report and Proposition, because you

have fleshed it out and made it live far more.

SENATOR SYVRET: To be frank, I think we have to be clear that we agree to differ, you

know, about the requisite objectivity of your enquiry. I think, you

know, a more independent kind of investigation by F&E would

have been preferable, but, you know, we have to agree to differ, I

think, over that.

MR WHITING: Okay. Yes, I feel I am being independent and objective and yet I

understand where you are coming from and clearly it is open to you

to comment accordingly.

SENATOR SYVRET: Okay.

MR WHITING: But thank you again for your time, Senator.

SENATOR SYVRET: Not at all.

MR WHITING: I am very pleased to have had the opportunity to meet with you. If

there are any other things that you think I ought to know, can I just
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leave you with that [hands over business card] and I would be

most grateful if you would ----

SENATOR SYVRET: I don’t have a card with me, but my contact details are in the phone

book. You can get them from F&E or whoever.

MR WHITING: Yes, I am sure, but if there are any things that you think I should

know, then I would be most grateful for any thoughts.

SENATOR SYVRET: Sure.

MR WHITING: I may come back to you if further thoughts occur when Leon and I

write the report.

SENATOR SYVRET: Absolutely, likewise. If you have any particular questions you

wish to put to me, probably, given that I am busy and I am, you

know, frequently at meetings and stuff and not at my desk,

probably the best way to do it is through the email.

MR WHITING: Of course.

SENATOR SYVRET: If you have any particular points you wish to put to me, you can

just email me and I will respond as soon as I am able.

MR WHITING: All right. Thank you very much.

SENATOR SYVRET: Thanks very much.

MR WHITING: It is very good to have met you.

SENATOR SYVRET: Thank you.

End of recording.
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